
Dashboard
The Dashboard example is similar to the Scoreboard example, except that several additional ways to 
populate a spreadsheet will be demonstrated.  This example has a collection of 12 charts that have the 
same template applied to each chart.  The 12 charts are placed on a stack for the sake of screen 
management.  The stack tabs are color coordinated with the spreadsheet.

Let's walk through the construction of this dashboard example.

Symbols – Each chart posts its symbol to the spreadsheet because a chart property for Symbol 
Column has been set to 1.  A non-zero value tells the chart which spreadsheet column is to receive the 
chart's symbol.  A non-zero Row value tells the chart which spreadsheet row is to be used by the chart. 
When Row = 0 the chart defaults to its Alphabetical index order among all open charts.  Values of  Col =
1 and Row = 0  are set on each of the charts in the Dashboard example.



Titles – The titles for this example are set on the spreadsheet's property form.

The titles for the columns are entered by typing the text in the Column Titles frame.  The entries for 
columns 1 and 2 include (  ) parenthesis with parameters to set the title's font size and style.  The 
notation added to the titles for columns 10, 11 and 12 will be explained later.

After closing the spreadsheet property form, click the Save button on the spreadsheet toolbar.

Cell Colors – A DYO used to color the cells in the Symbol column and the Stack tabs will be discussed 
next.

Variable [244 Direction Up] is a Boolean flag calculated elsewhere that represents a trade direction.   
True represents Long and False represents Short.   Variable [310 Distance] is calculated elsewhere as 
the number of bars since the signal bar.  These two variables control the background color of the 
spreadsheet cells in columns 1 and 2, and the Stack tabs.

A – This statement sets Black as the font color used on the Stack tabs.

B – Initialize the paint color to a light red (pink) when the direction is Down (Short).

C – If the Short signal Distance was within 10 bars, change the paint color to a medium red.



D – If the Short signal Distance was within 3 bars, change the paint color to a solid red.

E – Initialize the paint color to a light green when the direction is Up (Long).

F – If the Long signal Distance was within 10 bars, change the paint color to a medium green.

G– If the Long signal Distance was within 3 bars, change the paint color to a solid green.

H – Now that the paint color has been determined, use it to color a cell in column 1.

I – Use the paint color to color a cell in column 2, and show the value of variable [310] which is the Distance.  The
value is to be formatted as an integer because a period follows the 310.  The value will be centered in the cell 
because of the ^ alignment character which follows the ending bracket.

J – Use the paint can color to color a Stack tab.  The tabs are now a visual indication of which charts have recent
trade signals.  The darker the color, the more recent the signal.  Cells 1 and 2, and the Stack tab are colored the 
same.

Cell Matrix - When working with the spreadsheet cells, a column parameter needs to be provided 
which is entered in selection field #3.  A row parameter needs to be provided which is entered in 
selection field #4.   The row parameter would be the Alphabetical Index selection in the DYO.

Alphabetical Index is automatically set so that the 12 charts each have a unique and sequential index 
value between 1 and 12.

Paint Color – Cell colors and values in columns 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 were managed by DYOs in a similar 
manner.  The paint color is set by a DYO row's color square when the logic evaluates to True, Show is 
checked, and a Marker is not selected.   Example:

Then the paint color is used to color the spreadsheet cell.  The key to painting with the paint  color is to 
have the DYO row's color square set to Black.   Example:

Price Fields – Column 8 in the Dashboard example shows the current price.  This happens 
automatically because the column title is the word 'Close'.  The spreadsheet knows which column has 
the symbol because of the 'Symbol' title.  As the current price for a symbol changes, the Close column 
will display it.

The titles which are connected to quote values for automatic display are:

Open, High, Low, Close, Net, Bid, Ask, and Volume



Global Variables – Columns 10, 11 and 12 are examples where a global variable reference may be 
used in the Column Title entry to automatically display its value.

Column 11:  Title is Spread.  Display on each row the chart's global variable [226].  The value is to be 
formatted with 1 decimal because of the .1 formatting characters following the 226. 

Alignment -  The [226] value is to be centered in the cell because of the ^ alignment character 
following the ].  Other alignment characters are < for align left, and > for align right in a spreadsheet 
cell.

Markers – Columns 10 and 12 display markers.  The {  } braces are used to select markers to
be displayed in the cell.  The parameters in the braces are marker numbers.  See the Markers
page at the end of this document for a list of 198 markers.

Column 10:  Title is Pips.  Display global variable [313] formatted as an integer and centered.
The {74,75,77} notation adds a marker from a choice of 3 markers.   The 1st marker will be
drawn when the global variable value is positive.  If the value is zero, the 2nd marker will be
drawn.  The 3rd marker will be drawn when the value is negative.  Marker 74 is the Green Plus. 
Marker 75 is the Star.  Marker 77 is the Eye.

Column 12:  Title is Dir.  The global variable [244] is formatted as Boolean because of the *
formatting character.   Therefore [244*] returns the words True or False.   By adding the marker
notation, the Boolean words will be replaced with markers.  True will be replaced by the 1st marker,
and False will be replaced by the 2nd marker.  

In the example, marker 65 is the Green Up Arrow displayed when the value is True.  Marker 68 is
the Red Down Arrow displayed when the value is False.

Studies – Studies can automatically populate a 
spreadsheet with their values.  Set the Variable index on 
the study property form to a spread sheet column.  The 
cell color will be set to the study's Marker Color.

This RSI example will display in column 3 with either a 
light green or light red cell color.

The study Marker, if used, will show in the spreadsheet cell in front of the study value.

The Row is determined by the chart's Row selection on the chart's property form.  A Row selection of 0 
will use the chart's Alphabetical index.
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